Examining bacterial species under the specter of gene transfer and exchange
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Even in lieu of a dependable species concept for asexual organisms, the classification of bacteria into discrete taxonomic units is considered to be obstructed by the potential for lateral gene transfer (LGT) among lineages at virtually all phylogenetic levels. In most bacterial genomes, large proportions of genes are introduced by LGT, as indicated by their compositional features and/or phylogenetic distributions, and there is also clear evidence of LGT between very distantly related organisms. By adopting a whole-genome approach, which examined the history of every gene in numerous bacterial genomes, we show that LGT does not hamper phylogenetic reconstruction at many of the shallower taxonomic levels. Despite the high levels of gene acquisition, the only taxonomic group for which appreciable amounts of homologous recombination were detected was within bacterial species. Taken as a whole, the results derived from the analysis of complete gene inventories support several of the current means to recognize and define bacterial species.

data allow us to follow the origin and ancestry of every gene in a genome to resolve the degree to which gene transfer has shaped the contents of bacterial genomes and has obscured the history of bacterial groups at different phylogenetic depths.

The Scope of Gene Transfer in Bacteria

There are several means by which bacteria can acquire genes: by conjugal transfer, by phage-mediated insertions and by the updating of native DNA from the outside sources (5, 6). But given the diversity of mechanisms that are capable of planting virtually any gene in virtually any organism, bacterial genomes remain small (on the order of 500–10,000 kb) and are not simply arbitrary assortments of genes of mixed heritage. Although bacteria might be bombarded constantly with foreign genes, only evolutionarily relevant events of transfer, i.e., those resulting in genes that persist, are evident from the contents of extent genomes.

With the completion of each bacterial genome sequence, there is a search for horizontally acquired genes. This research most commonly proceeds by scanning the genome sequence for regions of atypical base composition, a surprisingly accurate method for identifying one class of recently acquired genes. The rationale for this approach has its foundations in research performed nearly 50 years ago, when the initial goals were to characterize the nature of nucleic acids within cellular organisms (7–9). By the early 1960s, base composition [usually expressed as the relative proportion of guanine and cytosine (G+C) residues, % G+C] had been determined for hundreds of bacterial genomes, leading to the general observations: (i) that the diversity in base composition among bacterial genomes, which ranges from 20% to 80% G+C, is much greater than that in eukaryotes, (ii) that despite this variation, the base composition within an organism is fairly consistent over the entire chromosome, and (iii) that closely related organisms have similar G+C contents (10–12). The observed heterogeneity among genomes, coupled with the compositional homogeneity within genomes, implicates gene transfer between organisms of different G+C contents as a source of intragenomic variation in base composition and codon usage patterns (13–17).

Naturally, the amino acid contents of a protein, might influence its overall nucleotide composition; however, phylogenetic information supports the use of G+C content as a way to identify acquired genes. Because acquired regions often manifest multiple features that denote their ancestry, it is thus not perhaps surprising that many genes with...
sporadic distributions, as might occur from a history of lateral transfer, have anomalous base compositions. To illustrate the utility and accuracy of these methods for recognizing acquired genes, Fig. 1 shows the amount of protein-coding DNA within each minute (≈45 kb encompassing ≈40 genes) along the E. coli MG1655 chromosome having atypical sequence features and/or a phylogenetic distribution indicative lateral transfer (18).

These procedures rely on very different sorts of information and might be expected to identify somewhat different sets of acquired genes, the degree of overlap (gray portion of each bar in Fig. 1) is quite good: among the 755 genes originally identified as being horizontally acquired based on sequence characteristics, nearly 80% display a phylogenetic distribution compatible with lateral gene transfer (LGT). As expected, the base compositional approach does not recognize some number of acquired genes, such as those obtained from organisms of similar genomic G+C contents (black portion of bars). Taken as a whole, nearly 25% of the 4,280 protein-coding genes in this Escherichia coli lineage were introduced by LGT because it split from Salmonella enterica an estimated 100 million years ago. And the amount of acquired DNA detected in E. coli, as inferred from the base compositional features of genes, seems to be about average for a genome of its size (5, 19).

Gauging the proportion of acquired genes within a bacterial genome by evaluating its compositional features has some distinct advantages: it is computationally simple and does not rely on the availability of any other genomes. But this method divulges predominantly one class of acquired sequences, i.e., unique genes obtained from very divergent sources, and might vastly underestimate the full extent of LGT-affecting bacterial genomes. Gene exchange can also occur between close relatives and/or between genes that are conserved among organisms. Such events result in an exceptionally high degree of similarity between genes from different taxa and are usually uncovered by some type of comparative method. For example, genomes are surveyed regularly for genes whose best match (as detected by BLAST) lie outside their closest sequenced relatives, and in the case of certain sequenced bacteria (e.g., Thermotoga maritima and Aquifex aeolicus), substantial fractions of their genes were found to be most similar to genes present in Archaea (20–22).

Because LGT will result in different phylogenies for different portions of the genome, the most common and robust way to identify cases of transfer and exchange is by searching for evidence of discordance among gene trees. This approach has been applied from the deepest to the shallowest phylogenetic levels, and thousands of transfer events have been recognized (23, 24). The availability of full genome sequences has allowed the evaluation of the history of the genes distributed among all life forms, which might be thought to be highly constrained and less susceptible to replacement by LGT. Many of these genes, even ribosomal RNA, long touted and applied as the benchmark for determining organismal relationships, show evidence of LGT over some portion of their evolutionary history (25).

The Cohesion of Bacterial Genomes

So far, these studies confirm that LGT is pervasive and is an ongoing process within bacterial genomes. Genes with sporadic distributions and atypical sequence features arise by LGT, and there are clear cases of gene transfer occurring at all taxonomic levels, even among the genes common to all life forms. With the potential for the LGT of any gene and among all organisms, bacterial species and other taxonomic groupings might not be definable entities. Thus, there is a need to establish whether LGT is resorting the genes in bacterial genomes, eradicating the vestiges of bacterial species, and confounding attempts at phylogenetic classification.

To assess the extent to which LGT is linked phylogenetic disruption, we considered the relationship between DNA acquisition and phylogenetic incongruence in fully sequenced bacteria at several taxonomic levels, including that occurring within species (E. coli, Chlamydia pneumoniae, and Staphylococcus aureus), within genera (Escherichia, Salmonella, Buchnera, and Streptococcus), and within families (Enterobacteriaceae and Rhizobiaceae) (26). We focused on groups at these phylogenetic depths both to assure substantial overlaps in genome contents and to minimize the risk of reconstruction artifacts due to hidden paralogy or long-branch attraction. And for each group of four genomes, we inferred both the number of recently acquired and lost genes (based on their phylogenetic distributions) and the proportion of ortholog phylogenies supporting lateral transfers (by asking whether an alignment significantly supports the rRNA reference topology, either of the two alternate topologies, or no topology).

For all groups and at all taxonomic levels, the proportion of ortholog phylogenies supporting a hypothesis of LGT is always small and often zero (Fig. 2). Only among members of the same...
Fig. 2. Phylogenetic inference of cohesion within bacterial genomes. (A) Relationship between gene acquisition and loss and the amount of phylogenetic incongruence observed in fully sequenced bacterial genomes. For each quartet of genomes, we inferred the number of recently acquired and lost genes (shown at arrows on the corresponding branches). In addition, for each quartet of genomes, orthologous genes were inferred, aligned, and evaluated at the nucleic sequence level based on the Shimodaira–Hasegawa test implemented in Puzzle 5.1 (27, 28). Shown are the numbers of orthologs supporting each category of taxonomic levels. The shaded zone of this plot represents the area where LGT predominates. Only for intraspecies comparisons within S. enterica serovar Typhimurium, in which gene exchange depends on the degree of similarity between donor and recipient sequences. Homologous genes from E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium differ by ~15% in sequence, and recombination rates, as assayed in conjugal matings, are ~10^5 lower for intergeneric than for intraspecies crosses (31, 32). This barrier to gene exchange is effected, in part, by mismatch repair enzymes, which inhibit recombination between divergent sequences, thereby allowing gene exchange among close relatives and preventing it among more distant strains (33–35).

If similar mechanisms that limit homologous recombination are operating in other taxa, then bacterial species can be viewed as assemblages of lineages that are sufficiently closely related to potentially exchange shared genes. Then, depending on the actual rates of recombination, population structure, and patterns of lineage extinction, these assemblages will eventually assort into distinct species that have diverged sufficiently at the DNA level to form a genetic barrier to gene exchange. In this case, the practice of delineating bacterial species on the basis of some prescribed level of sequence divergence seems to be well justified.

Why Species?
There is still an overarching issue, which stems from the fact that all of the genetic and genomic properties discussed so far were characterized in groups of lineages that were already designated as distinct bacterial species. E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium were each discovered more than a century ago, and their classification is founded on schemes devised before there was any knowledge of genes or genetics.

Bacterial species are typically recognized according to their cellular properties and metabolic capabilities; for example, E. coli, a mammalian commensal, ferments lactose but not citrate, whereas Salmonella enterica, a mammalian pathogen, is lactose negative and citrate positive. Examining the genetic basis of these traits, the lac operon is a G+C-rich region unique to E. coli,
Although LGT has been the major source of new genes in these bacterial lineages, as reflected by the large number of gene families restricted to one or two genomes (i.e., 10,728 of 14,158 total families), the lack of phylogenetic inconsistencies among the sporadically distributed genes reveals that (i) acquired genes come from sources outside of this group, and (ii) subsequent to their initial acquisition, genes are by and large transmitted vertically. These findings explain why properties introduced by LGT can serve as stable markers of bacterial species and of phylogenetics. First, genes acquired from distant sources are more likely to supply a novel trait that would set the recipient apart from its relatives. Next, those acquired genes that confer a useful (and defining) trait will persist within the descendant clade and only rarely be transferred laterally to related species.

A Bacterial Saga (Speciation Attributable to Gene Acquisition)

Taken as a whole, the effects of gene transfer and exchange on bacterial evolution and classification are opposite, or at least orthogonal, to what one might anticipate. High levels of gene transfer should, in the words of Gogarten et al. (39) “obliterate the patterns of vertical descent” and erase the boundaries between species or any other taxonomic units. But despite massive amounts of LGT, bacteria seem to form more or less cohesive groups at many taxonomic levels (26, 40). These groupings are the result of a nonarbitrary process of gene acquisition in which divergent organisms serve as a persistent

---

Table 1. Incidence of lateral gene transfer among single-copy genes with different phylogenetic distributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of species</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of single-copy genes</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. rejecting reference tree</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trees supporting LGT, %</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only those genes whose homologs are present in 6–13 of the species are shown. Orthologs were aligned and evaluated to recover topologies that differed significantly from the reference tree.

---

whereas the citrate utilization (as well as many Salmonella virulence determinants) is conferred by low G+C genes present only in Salmonella. Therefore, assignment of isolates to each of these bacterial species seems to have been largely on traits that were introduced by LGT (but see ref. 36 for a contrasting view of lac operon evolution). And consequently, the species so defined have turned out to be discrete biological entities that, because of genetic and mechanistic reasons, rarely exchange homologs.

To determine how horizontally acquired genes are able to accurately define bacterial species, we need to trace the phylogenetic history of genes that occur sporadically among multiple taxa. To accomplish this, it is necessary to step back from E. coli and Salmonella enterica (where genes are either confined to one, or present in both, species) and consider families of genes within the broader taxonomic framework that subsumes these lineages. We examined the full protein-coding gene repertoires within 13 sequenced Gammaproteobacteria, including one strain each of E. coli and Salmonella enterica (37). Previously it was shown that >99% of the 205 single-copy genes that are shared by all genomes supported the same relationships for the 13 species examined (38), thereby providing a robust organismal phylogeny against which the trees based on less conserved genes can be tested (Fig. 3A).

Considering single-copy genes that are absent from one of more of these genomes (i.e., those whose distributions may result from LGT, gene loss, or some combination of these processes), we found that very few display statistically supported incongruence with the organismal phylogeny (Table 1). For genes present in a single copy in only a subset of the 13 genomes, the incidence of LGT is very low and not significantly different from that observed for the 205 single-copy genes present in all species. And furthermore, those few cases of LGT can usually be accounted for by a single event, an example of which is shown in Fig. 3B.

Fig. 3. Example of a lateral gene transfer detected by phylogenetic discordance. (A) Neighbor-joining tree based on the concatenation of 205 single-copy genes common to all 13 Gammaproteobacterial species. Note that 203 of the 205 genes individually supported the same topology. Figure adapted from Lerat et al. (38). (B) Example of a tree that conflicts with the reference topology. Among the small proportion of proteins showing statistical support for an alternate topology was tellurium resistance protein. Homologs of the gene encoding this protein have been detected in only 9 of the 13 species. Note that the topology of this tree departs from that of the reference tree (depicted in A) because of a single LGT event that occurred in the ancestor to E. coli and Salmonella enterica. Data in B are from Lerat et al. (37).
is a recombinational barrier to gene exchange. Although our saga has been based largely on the analyses of a single taxon, these results show that it is still possible to make inferences about the origin and nature of bacterial species in light of substantial lateral gene transfer.
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